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Introduction

It has become clear that the world’s two major powers, the US and China, have less appetite to multilateral international organizations. Instead, both seem to prefer webs of bilateral agreements they each negotiate with third parties. Those who believe that President Trump is an outlier\(^1\) must account for the fact that previous administrations have also pursued a similar strategy. China has been following and to a certain extent even perfected what is essentially a “divide and rule” strategy by employing different types of bilateral legal instruments, including informal MOUs and private law contracts.

These recent moves invite several questions, among them: What explains the rise of multilateralism post 1945? What explains what seems to be in recent years as fading hegemonic support for multilateral institutions? Could there be alternatives to inter-governmental multilateralism? This work in progress seeks to offer a number of hypotheses. It does so by tracing and seeking to explain the move from a post-1945 American preference for multilateralism to the recent turn to bilateralism and what seems like the perfection of the bilateralist approach by the Chinese Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Finally, the paper will reflect on the possible ramifications of hegemonic bilateralism on other forms of multilateralism and on the future of international law.

I. Is Intergovernmental Multilateralism Fading?

It has become clear that the world’s two major powers, the US and China, are poised to shun multilateral international organisations and instead pursue webs of bilateral agreements with third parties. The Trump administration has clearly asserted its preference for bilateral deals
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while dismissing multilateral international organisations as taking advantage of US generosity, aiming specific ire at the US’s traditional allies, members of NATO and the G-7, who had served as the US’s minilateral group partners within multilateral organizations since 1945. Indeed, Trump regards trade deals as inherently “adversarial and zero-sum,” and has blatantly disregarded the multilateral trade rules the US had set during the victorious post-Cold War days. Even the free trade area agreement between America and its immediate neighbours was transformed initially into a bilateral agreement in a renegotiation process that excluded Canada. Canada was thus hard-pressed to make significant concessions to join the other two members of the “US-Mexico-Canada-Agreement,” and the fact that this agreement is subject to review every six years is seen by key participants, such as the former Agriculture Secretary for President Obama, as a tool to ensure compliance by the Canadians with US demands. The looming US-Japan trade deal promises significant concessions by Japan, raising questions about the consistency of this agreement with WTO rules.

Those who believe that President Trump is an outlier and that, following imminent impeachment or elections, the US would soon resume its responsible global leadership position, must account for the fact the Obama Administration has pursued the same divide and rule strategy when negotiating the major Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic
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Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)\textsuperscript{12} agreements, when it divided the European Union and 11 carefully selected Pacific Rim countries and negotiated with each group separately, and presenting the EU with almost a fait accompli after finalizing the TPP.\textsuperscript{13} It was the Obama administration which began the current challenge to the WTO AB’s independence.\textsuperscript{14} President Obama’s predecessor, George W. Bush, promoted reliance on bilateral trade and investment agreements, loose partnerships and fluid “coalitions of the willing,” instead of working within or creating new multilateral institutions.\textsuperscript{15} Indeed, in the immediate post 1945 era, the US embarked on an elaborate effort to create a wide array of multilateral international organisations which was crucial for establishing its dominance and for the rise of the post-war liberal international order (in addition to bilateral defence agreements with its allies).\textsuperscript{16} In the post-post-Cold War era, the superpower, whose hegemony is increasingly being tested, may have found multilateralism burdensome.

It is also unsurprising that the rising Asian hegemon has been exploring its own path of bilateralism. In October 2007, stridently ascending to global dominance, China declared bilateral free trade agreements (FTAs) to be its basic international economic strategy.\textsuperscript{17} Despite the fact that, as some scholars have noted,\textsuperscript{18} America’s disengagement from multilateralism could not offer “a more favourable scenario for a rising power wishing to reshape the international system,” With the exception of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), with which China sought to attract foreign money and was “caught unawares” by the unexpected wide reception,\textsuperscript{19} China did not rush to set up multilateral bodies with global reach.\textsuperscript{20} Instead, it has
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been carefully perfecting its own version of bilateralism, recognized by some as based on the “hub and spokes” model,21 an architecture that allows China at the hub to maintain supremacy over its numerous partners who are kept apart from each other. This model characterizes its security and other arrangements in Asia,22 and shapes China’s most ambitious economic (and political) initiative, the Belt and Road Initiative23 (BRI) that connects China with more than sixty selected partners24 that are spread across three continents.

China’s dominance over its spokes is legally secured through a China-centric web of bilateral treaties, as well as other tools that include private contracts and soft-law instruments such as non-binding joint communiques, joint statements, MOA, MOUs, letters of intent,25 and a newly minted Chinese dispute settlement mechanism26 designed to resolve investment disputes arising out of the implementation of the BRI and indirectly regulate27 BRI-related projects within its partner countries thereby shaping those countries’ regulatory frameworks. The hub and spoke architecture allows these arbitral tribunals to tailor distinctive norms to suit the unique situation within each of the spoke countries, consistent with Chinese interests.

Of course, there is nothing new in bilateralism. As a League of Nations report indicated, when in 1931 the system of multilateral trade broke down with the collapse of the world monetary system, states turned to sui generis bilateral agreements.28 No one exploited this
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strategy better than Nazi Germany, as “it facilitated Germany's exertion of trade pressure on individual East European states” by creating economic dependency by each of the Balkan spokes on the German economic hub.29

In fact, the pertinent question is: why the turn to multilateralism?

II. Fading Intergovernmental Multilateralism: Causes
In “After Hegemony,”30 Robert Keohane famously express the prediction, shared by many of his contemporaries,31 that multilateral institutions will continue to flourish in global politics given the common interest in cooperation. These scholars could find support in game theoretical, field studies and computer-based predictions that highlighted the logic of collective action.32 But these insights did not pay much attention to power dynamics33 and lumped all IOs, those that resolve commons problems, those that regulate trade and those that lend to developing countries, together. Perhaps because of this they could not anticipate the US’s turning away from multilateralism and China’s reluctance to step in.34 Clearly something was missing in an analysis that borrowed from an economic theory about asymmetric information without addressing the interests and concerns of some members of the community – indeed, the most powerful of them – that are vying for domination. While multilateralism may be conducive to achieving common goods such as getting rid of chemical stockpiles or cleaning up a shared lake, multilateralism may be counterproductive for hegemons who seek to secure their influence. While multilateralism offers certain benefits to a dominant actor, especially if that actor seeks to build a
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coalition against a formidable competitor (eg., US after WWII), multilateralism might disproportionately burden the same powerful actor as it bears a disproportionately larger share of the costs of maintaining the institution while others free ride on its efforts. As Mancur Olson has shown, multilateralism often requires a hegemon powerful enough to carry the collective burden. Common interest in cooperation is not enough.

But did multilateralism ever reflected a common interest in cooperation? Perhaps the story of multilateralism is different: it always reflected the interest of the hegemon. It was set up by hegemons in pursuit of their own interests; and when they could no longer steer it to their ends – either because they can’t sustain it or because they can’t control its policies – they opted for bilateralism.

(a) Why Hegemons Opt for Multilateralism?
The short hypothesis is – hegemons control the institutions they create and hence can benefit from the contributions of the lesser actors to the collective effort. The reason for that lies in the fact that hegemons that opt for multilateralism do so without giving up control. They maintain their ability to shape its policies and control its actions. Operating within a multilateral organisation allows the hegemon to save on costs of setting, monitoring and enforcing its rules. Powerful states only seemingly cede authority to multilateral organisations and subject themselves to collectively-fashioned international law that regards all states as formally equal. Multilateralism does not necessarily mean that the hegemon is precluded from playing the old divide and rule game among its partners to the international regime.

In a 2007 article, analysing the ways a hegemon or a group of powerful states are able to shape international law and rule international institutions despite their numerical minority, the late George Downs and I highlighted the ability of powerful states to maintain their domination within multilateral international organizations by blocking the weaker member states’ opportunity to act collectively in defiance of the powerful. We used a simple three person game
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devised by Barry Weingast\textsuperscript{39} that involves three players: a sovereign, S, who is the most powerful figure in the three person “society,” and two citizens, A and B. In order to remain in power, the sovereign needs the support of at least one of the two citizens. If both citizens oppose him, he is deposed and loses power.

As we described, the basic game involves a sequence of two moves. S moves first and may choose to honour both citizens’ rights or to transgress against the rights of one or both. If S chooses to honour both citizens’ rights, the game ends, and S remains in power. If S violates the rights of either or both, A and B have the opportunity to choose whether to acquiesce or challenge the sovereign. If A and B both choose to challenge the sovereign (i.e., if they cooperate), the attempted transgression fails and the game ends. If one or both chooses to acquiesce (i.e., fail to cooperate), S’s transgression succeeds and the game ends.

The cooperative outcome in which A and B cooperate to maximise their collective gain is not an equilibrium. However, if the game is repeated, cooperation between A and B becomes possible because both might find that it is worth risking the costs of cooperation in the one-time game to avoid a string of future transgressions. Thus two equilibria arise from the indefinitely repeated game: One is an asymmetric equilibrium in which S and one of the citizens repeatedly exploit the second citizen. The other is the cooperative equilibrium in which both citizens cooperate and challenge the sovereign.

As we indicated in our article, Weingast’s stylised game possesses two features that correspond to important aspects of the post-1945 international system. The first is that a powerful state could be likened to the sovereign because it possesses a notable first-mover advantage, namely the agenda-setting power that hegemons and coalitions of powerful states frequently enjoy at the international level, reflected in the final outcome of multilateral negotiations that is usually strongly anchored to their initial bargaining position. The second feature of the game that is characteristic of the post-1945 international system is that the task facing the two citizens is far more difficult than that of the sovereign. Cooperation among them requires two special conditions.

One such condition is the familiar requirement that the game must be repeated; and the other is that the citizens must be able to resolve any differences between them about the outcome of their cooperation in a manner that leaves each of them better off than they would be by

colluding with S. These can be very difficult conditions to meet when the preferences of the citizens diverge, and even more problematic if instead of individual citizens we have states that have different preferences (for example, one state exports oil, the other bananas, the third tourism services). In fact, Weingast views these conditions as being so formidable that the most likely outcome of the game is one in which the citizens fail to cooperate, and S and one of the two citizens exploit the other citizen.

For our purposes, the primary significance of Weingast’s game lies in its message that a hegemon (or small group of powerful states) that wishes to prevent weaker states from cooperating within a certain institution or in the negotiation of a treaty can do so by using its first-mover advantage to 1) limit the perception of weaker parties that they are involved in a repeated game, and 2) limit the opportunities that weaker states have to resolve the differences in their preferences. In our article, we highlighted a number of strategies that hegemons and powerful states can use to accomplish each goal, among them the creation of a large number of international organisations (rather than a few that would have broad spectrum of responsibilities or that would include many parties).

(b) Why Do Hegemons Shift to Bilateralism?
The recent turn away from multilateral institutions and the embrace of bilateralism may accordingly be explained as the assessment by the powerful actor that it has lost either its agenda setting power within the organization or that it cannot prevent the weaker actors from overcoming their differences and cooperating against it. As happened in the 1970s at the U.N. General Assembly when the new member states began to collectively undermine the US’s dominance, these conditions may have now matured not only due to the relative decline of the United States and the rise of competing powers, but also due to the transformative effect of globalisation on the economies of many countries, making them more integrated and diversified, and hence more likely to have similar preferences and the assurance necessary to risk confronting the hegemon. The dramatic rise in intra-developing country (or “South-South”)

trade, facilitated by multilateral rules, strengthens their cohesion further. No doubt the delegation of authority to relatively independent bureaucrats and judges whose jurisprudence constrained the powerful actors and enhanced the position of lesser powers within the organization further undermined the advantages that come along with relative economic power.

In recent years we have witnessed emerging economies such as Brazil and India succeed in mobilizing developing country coalitions, “which enabled them to exercise influence above their economic weight [thereby assuming] a more aggressive and activist position in WTO negotiations than China;” a US President “crashing” a meeting of the Chinese, Indian, South African and Brazilian leaders who had evaded him during the dramatic final moments of the Copenhagen Climate talks; and American failures to protect domestic interests groups such as the tobacco industry and the infant formula manufacturers at the World health Organization. US threats to withdraw from the Universal Postal Union while seeking to renegotiate the lower rates granted to China among other developing countries have been met with stiff resistance. The diversity within the IOs may have emboldened bureaucrats and judges within these IOs to enhance their authorities in ways not anticipated by the hegemonic powers that had set up these institutions. As George Downs and I observed, the independence of IO officials and judges increases the more there is political division within the IO. As we argued, because of increased
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inter-state competition within IOs, there is more judicial independence at the global level in recent years.

In addition, the role of domestic politics should not be underestimated. The global wave of resistance to multilateralism has been explained as the reaction of those who were left behind by global elites, whose voice in the domestic arena has been enhanced by formal and informal tools of direct democracy such as referenda or direct communications with representatives. The unique role of ultra-rich individuals who can single-handedly shape leaders’ preferences is yet to be theorized. At the same time, economic and other interest groups that initially were pushing for formal IOs to secure their interests have found even better ways to do so through informal and private governance structures. Domestic politics also shape the Chinese approach to international cooperation, including the BRI, as demonstrated by a host of bilateral agreements that reflect the specific regional interests of nearly 32 of China’s provinces.

If this analysis is correct then we face a global space where the post 1945 legal order as we have come to experience it might be eclipsed by a myriad of periodically renegotiated bilateral, often informal and ad-hoc, inter-state agreements. No single state or group of states will have either the incentive or the power to unilaterally commit the hegemonic powers to multilateral rules or institutions that could bind them and be used against them.

This outcome is in line with Mancur Olson’s observations about the emergence of collective action. As he suggests, a community composed of unequal members is more likely to
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overcome collective action problems than a homogeneous community, because the powerful members of the heterogeneous community will have both the ability and the incentive to carry the collective burden unilaterally.

Herein lies the paradox: globalization, facilitated by shared norms of international law and multilateral institutions, has operated to diminish differences among countries and to increase their ability to cooperate against the more powerful states. Its success could now portend its demise, as these superpowers opt for zero-sum bilateralism and the prospects for a stable and comprehensive system of multilateral norms and institutions are diminishing.

III. Toward Non-State Multilateralism?
Life under such short-term bilateralism may feel like living under despotism: unequal and unpredictable, and hence also unstable. Ultimately, bilateralism can be expected to be challenged by those who need predictability for their long-term planning and can invest resources to secure it. If a void is created by the deserting hegemons, and governments are tied as spokes to their respective hubs, perhaps the promise of multilateralism and predictability lies in other types of public actors: sub-national public actors such as local governments, domestic courts, and sufficiently independent regulators. Even private actors such as multi-national corporations have resorted to cooperation across borders seeking economic certainty and the possible prevention of climate change. This new type of what may be called “infra-national multilateralism” is grounded in formal and informal, loose or tight coalitions across political boundaries.


Companies and legislatures might also be incentivised to seek multilateral approaches due to the growing pressure to respond to emerging global challenges such as the climate and the unruly social media giants. Civil society resistance to unilateralism is growing at the grass root level (Rebellion Extinction, Greta Thunberg and the School Strike) and might create market pressures on companies or affect domestic politics in novel ways such as the newly formed coalition of parliamentarians seeking to collectively call Facebook to give account of its policies.58

Private standard setting is of course not a new phenomenon,59 but what singles out these new initiatives is their determination to replace state executives that focus on zero sum outcomes and instead seek to promote global goals. Examples include the Paris Agreement on climate change in 2015, which can be attributed to a large extent to non-state action and commitments,60 and is kept alive despite President Trump’s announcement of planned withdrawal from that Agreement, by several municipalities and private actors headed by California Governor Jerry Brown and the former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg. These actors launched “America’s Pledge on climate change,” an effort to compile and quantify the actions of states, cities and businesses in the United States to drive down their greenhouse gas emissions consistent with the goals of the Agreement.61 The Global Climate Action portal is an online platform where nonstate stakeholders from around the globe - companies, cities, subnational regions, investors and civil society organizations - can display their commitments to act on climate change.62 It currently lists more than 12,500 pledges by 2,500 cities, 209 regions, over 2,100 firms and nearly 500 investors. C40, the Compact of Mayors, says that it is the world’s largest cooperative effort among mayors and city officials to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and climate risks in cities.63 In 2009 US Mayors
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“ratified” the Kyoto Protocol. After the US announced that it was withdrawing from the U.N.’s Global Migration Pact for refugees and migrants, a dozen of cities in the United States joined over 130 international cities petitioning the U.N. for their formal inclusion in the U.N. global compact. The mighty technology companies seeking to serve more users across the globe and ensure confidence in their services might find it possible to cooperate on rebuffing governments’ demands for access to their data (as companies such as Apple and Microsoft have done individually) and jointly monitor offensive cyber operations. Such companies may find it both necessary and feasible to set mutually convenient standards to be enforced through institutions that they create. These motives can explain the ‘We Are Still In’ coalition of business and other non-governmental leaders committed to US compliance with the Paris Agreement despite Trump’s plan to withdraw, and efforts by coalitions of companies to engage in preventing government-sponsored spying and cybercrimes, as well as Microsoft’s suggestion of a public-private equivalent of the International Atomic Energy Agency to handle attribution of cyberattacks to nations.

But the US-China divide may undermine such alternative multilateralism as China’s firms are heavily controlled by the Party. In fact, such private coalitions might form to balance the emerging Chinese practice.

These developments may pass under the radar of traditional international lawyers, as these are not, strictly speaking, either “law” or “international.” But focusing on bilateralism at the level of international law might lose sight of new venues where expectations of global actors crystallise and affect users who have no opportunity for voice in such processes.
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need to expand our vision of “international law” as a field to be able to map and assess the new multilateral norms that will guide our behaviour.

IV. Concluding Thoughts about the Future of Multilateralism and of International Law

A number of speculative predictions:

(a) The rise of exit as undermining trust in international obligations?
(b) Reduced space for international lawmaking by international courts not controlled by the hegemons.
(c) Increased authority for ILC de facto legislation (e.g. state and IO responsibility, subsequent practice in treaty interpretation, finding customary international law).
(d) The rise of illiberal international law (e.g. unregulated cyberspace, introduction of autonomous weapons, demise of ICL).
(e) Increased transnational lawmaking by national courts not controlled by hegemons, relying on domestic law and private international law rules (Urgenda, Vedanta).

A number of theoretical observations:

(1) How do we understand the theoretical explanations offered at the time for the turn to intergovernmental multilateralism?
(2) Can we understand prevalent explanations as serving US interests?
(3) Revisiting Constructivism